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By Austin Cline. Many say the etymology of religion lies with
the Latin word religare, which means â€œto tie, to bind.â€� This
seems to be favored on the assumption that it helps explain the
power religion has. The Oxford English Dictionary points out,
though, that the etymology of the word is doubtful.

atheism.about.com/od/religiondefinition/a/definition.htm

The Problem of Defining Religion, Mythology and
Philosophy

Many say the etymology of religion lies with the Latin ...
www.academia.edu/...etymology_of_religion_lies...Latin_word_religare
Even the concept of â€œsupernatural beingsâ€� is a bit too specific; Mircea Eliade
defined religion in reference to a focus on â€œthe sacredâ€� and that is a good
replacement for â€œsupernatural beingsâ€� because not every religion revolves around
the supernatural.
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Religion - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion

Overview Contents Concept and etymology Definition Aspects Academic study Classification

There is no scholarly consensus over what precisely constitutes a
religion. It may be defined as a cultural system of designated behaviors
and practices, world views, texts, sanctified places, prophecies, ethics, or
organizations, that claims to relate humanity to supernatural,
transcendental, or spiritual elements. Different religions may or may noâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

religion - Wiktionary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/religion
May 27, 2018 · Etymology . Borrowed from Anglo-Norman religiun, from Old French
religion, from Latin religiÅ� (â€œ scrupulousness, pious misgivings, superstition,
conscientiousness, sanctity, an object of veneration, cult-observance, reverence â€�).

Religio - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_(etymology)
The Latin term religiÅ�, origin of the modern lexeme religion (via Old French/Middle Latin)
is of ultimately obscure etymology. It is recorded beginning in the 1st century BC, i.e. in
Classical Latin at the beginning of the Roman Empire, notably by Cicero, in the sense of
"scrupulous or strict observance of the traditional cultus".

www.jstor.org
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3087765
Title: The Etymology of Religion Created Date: 20160808134533Z

Roots of â€˜Religionâ€™ â€“ The Forward
forward.com/articles/10776
The etymology of â€œreligionâ€� is indeed disputed. This is not, of course, the case
when it comes to English, which clearly inherited the word from Latin religio.

Etymology of the word "Religion" - Tentmaker
www.tentmaker.org/Dew/Dew1/D1-EtymologyOfReligion.html
A short study of the origin and meaning of the word 'religion'

The etymology of "religion" comes from "legere" meaning
â€¦
https://english.stackexchange.com/questions/68747/the-etymology-of...
The etymology of religion as mentioned in the title comes from Etymonline. And that's
very interesting. It makes sense too. My question is, how do the phrases, "to read", "to
choose", "to gather...

Religion | Define Religion at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/religion
Religion definition, a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the
universe, especially when considered as the creation of a superhuman agency or
agencies, usually involving devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a
moral code governing the conduct of human affairs.

Religion | Definition of Religion by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/religion
Many people turn to religion for comfort in a time of crisis. ... Origin and Etymology of
religion. Middle English religioun, from Anglo-French religiun, ...

What is religion ? Definition of religion - Etymology of ...
atheisme.free.fr/Religion/What-is-religion-1.htm
The word religion is derived from Latin "religio" (what attaches or retains, moral bond,
anxiety of self-consciousness, scruple) used by the Romans, before Jesus Christ, to
indicate the worship of the demons.
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